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Relationships offer wonderful benefits for well-being, life satisfaction, and stress management, but none are without their challenges. These issues can put a strain on a couple, but working through them can either strengthen their bond or push them apart, depending on how they handle the challenges they face. Working through marriage problems
in a healthy way can be very difficult, especially because stressors can come from many different sources. The following are some of the most common sources of marital stress and marriage problems. The stress of fighting over money constitutes one of the most often cited marriage problems that couples face. Generally speaking, when couples
engage in conflicts about money, their dispute is really symbolic of something different—power struggles, different values and needs, or other issues that surround money. However, in tough economic times, financial stress can actually cause more general stress, more conflict over things unrelated to money, and well as money-centered arguments as
well. For example, when one partner is extremely stressed about money, they may be less patient and more stressed in general; they may then pick fights with the other partner about unrelated things without even realizing it. Children can bring another potential source of stress and marriage problems. Children are wonderful and can bring
wonderful and meaningful gifts into our lives, but having children can bring additional stress into marriage because caretaking requires more responsibility as well as a change in roles, providing more fodder for disagreement and strain. Introducing children into your marriage also reduces the amount of time available to bond as a couple. This
combination can test even the strongest of bonds. Daily stressors don’t need to equal marriage problems, but they can exacerbate problems that already exist. When one partner has had a stressful day, they may be more likely to be impatient when they get home, may handle conflict less expertly, and may have less emotional energy to devote to
nurturing their relationship. When both partners have had a difficult day, this of course is only exacerbated. As with financial stress, general daily stress can test patience and optimism, leaving couples with less to give to one another emotionally. Marriage problems can result from overly busy schedules for a few reasons: Couples who are busy are
often stressed, especially if they’re not taking care of themselves with quality sleep and good nutrition. Busy couples may feel less connected because they have less time to spend together and more separateness in their lives. Couples may not work together as a team and might find themselves fighting over who’s taking care of which household and
social responsibilities. While busy schedules don’t automatically lead to marriage problems, they do present a challenge that needs to be worked through. Perhaps the biggest predictor of marriage problems is poor communication or negative communication that belies damaging attitudes and dynamics within the relationship. Negative
communication is so damaging, in fact, that researcher John Gottman and his team have been able to predict with a very high degree of certainty which newlywed couples would later divorce, based on watching their communication dynamics for a few minutes. Healthy communication is key; unhealthy communication can lead to major marriage
problems. Sometimes couples experience marriage problems that could be solved if the two could notice their bad habits and change them. People don't always make a conscious decision to argue over petty things, nag and be critical, or leave messes for the other to clean, for example. They get busy or distracted, stress builds, and they go on
autopilot. Then they find themselves following the same patterns they hadn't realized they were choosing in the first place. People just get into negative patterns of relating, fall into lazy personal habits, or get into a rut that they perpetuate out of habit. Fortunately, these marriage problems can be worked on. Even if only one partner is consciously
trying to change, any change can bring a shift in the dynamic of the relationship, which can bring positive results. Progress at your own speedOptional upgrade availableKnowing the geometrical structure of the molecules around us is one of the most important and fundamental issues in the field of chemistry. This course introduces the two primary

methods used to determine the geometrical structure of molecules: molecular spectroscopy and gas electron diffraction. In molecular spectroscopy, molecules are irradiated with light or electric waves to reveal rich information, including: Motions of electrons within a molecule (Week 1), Vibrational motions of the nuclei within a molecule (Week 2),
and Rotational motions of a molecule (Week 3). In the gas electron diffraction method, molecules are irradiated with an accelerated electron beam. As the beam is scattered by the nuclei within the molecule, the scattered waves interfere with each other to generate a diffraction pattern. In week 4, we study the fundamental mechanism of electron
scattering and how the resulting diffraction images reveal the geometrical structure of molecules. By the end of the course, you will be able to understand molecular vibration plays an important role in determining the geometrical structure of molecules and gain a fuller understanding of molecular structure from the information obtained by the two
methodologies. FAQ Do I need to buy a textbook? No, you can learn the contents without any textbooks. However, if you hope to learn more on the subjects treated in this course, you are recommended to read the textbook introduced below: Kaoru Yamanouchi, “Quantum Mechanics of Molecular Structures,” Springer-Verlag, 2012.Institution:
UTokyoXSubject: PhysicsLevel: IntermediatePrerequisites: The basics of quantum mechanicsLanguage: EnglishVideo Transcript: English Two major methods to determine the geometrical structure of molecules in the gas phase: molecular spectroscopy and gas electron diffraction How to quantize various motions of molecules, extract the quantized
energy levels, and determine the geometrical structure of molecules from the spectrum The fundamental mechanism of electron scattering on the basis of quantum mechanics and how to determine the geometrical structure of molecules from gas electron diffraction images In this weekly series, Life's Little Mysteries rates the plausibility of popular
science fiction concepts. In science fiction — a genre founded on the question "what if?" — one of the most versatile narrative devices out there is the parallel universe.The people, places and things familiar to a character, as well as the history behind them, can be re-jiggered in any number of ways in these alternate realms. Perhaps the Nazis win
World War II, as Philip K. Dick posited in "The Man in the High Tower." Or terrifying monsters — not borne of our own universe's earthly evolution — might stomp through strange jungles. Manhattan could be spelled with a single "t", as it is on the television show "Fringe," among countless other differences between its "prime" and parallel
universe. Parallel universes sound like they beggar belief. Yet their existence appears not only possible but as an inevitability of certain mathematical and theoretical considerations. According to theories such as quantum mechanics and the inflation of the early universe, scientists have ample reason to think there really is a "multiverse" of
realties. "The tools that we've found to understand the nature that we do see around us cause us to transcend the observable universe into some wild speculations," said Andreas Albrecht, professor of physics at the University of California, Davis.Splintering realityOne derivation of parallel universes comes from the kookiness of quantum mechanics.
At subatomic scales, particles do not act in a concrete, there-or-not-there manner that we are accustomed to in our spatial environments. Instead, and bizarrely, particles possess various physical properties and occupy multiple positions. None of these characteristics can be known beyond a certain probability range until the particle is observed. [The
Mysterious Physics of 7 Everyday Things]Accordingly, particles exist in a fuzzy "wavefunction" of probable states. Although a measurement nails down one of these multiple possible states, it is thought that other possible values "branch off" into their own universes."Through quantum mechanics, there is an idea that there are many possible outcomes
and those are represented in the wavefunction," Albrecht said. Some scientists regard those different outcomes as different parallel universes.According to this "many-worlds interpretation" of quantum mechanics, all the alternatives are equally real, though we experience only one particular outcome. The "Star Trek: The Next Generation" episode
"Parallels" shows what it might be like to consciously hop among the other possibilities: A chocolate cake in one world is a yellow cake in another, and a painting appears on an opposite wall from where it had been.Another universe over yonder"Star Trek" episodes aside, this phenomenon of quantum mechanical branching does not yield a multiverse
that we can conceive of in tangible, observable, three-dimensional space. But according to a major part of the Big Bang theory known as inflation, other universes might physically border our own, much like soap bubbles in suds.Inflation proposes that around 10-36 seconds into the Big Bang, space itself underwent a brief period of exponential
expansion. The concept offers an explanation for various characteristics of our universe, including its shape and the smooth distribution of matter. Some frameworks of inflation suggest parts of the universe would keep on inflating forever, creating so-called pocket universes separate from each other. "The mechanism of inflation gives you different
universes," Albrecht said.Detecting the multiverseCollisions between our universe and other pocket universes might leave an imprint on our sky. Cosmologists have turned up circular patches in the cosmic microwave background radiation, the leftover glow from the Big Bang, consistent with the idea that universes bump together."The signals are not
strong enough to prefer a theory with bubble collisions over the standard cosmological theory," said Stephen Feeney, a cosmology Ph.D. student at University College London, "but we're developing tools to look for bigger signals."In theory, if one could somehow travel across tens of billions of light years to the "edge" of our universe, one could then
attempt a crossover into another pocket universe. "There would be some sort of domain wall that separates each bubble," Feeney said.Space, the not-so-final frontier?What might other pocket universes be like? Some could have their own unique physics, with stronger and weaker forces of nature than what we're accustomed to. Even more mindbogglingly, eternal inflation models call for an infinite number of universes within a multiverse. Every solution to random distributions of matter, therefore, would be realized, and an infinite number of times over.As a result, a multiverse would mean that, somewhere out there, your doppelgängers are also at their computers, perhaps reading this very
same article. "One of the things that comes up in eternal inflation is that there are many copies of you," Albrecht said.However a multiverse might manifest itself, Albrecht does not think it would do so in a "sci-fi- friendly way." That is, physically traveling to and accessing adjacent pocket universes — should they exist — would require extraordinary
breakthroughs in propulsion technology, among other astounding technological leaps. [Top 10 Inventions that Changed the World]Branching quantum realties would by definition remain distinct, as two outcomes of the same event cannot coincide. Some researchers have suggested that the constant quantum splitting of the universe could permit time
travel to occur, as the act itself would just spawn off another parallel world.Overall, much theoretical and observational work remains to be done in validating the fanciful concept of parallel universes. As Albrecht told Life's Little Mysteries: "It's a cool or cruel fact of physics, depending on how you look at it, that it drags you beyond this comfortable
place where you think you can just come to grips with the universe." (Let alone a multiverse.)Plausibility score: Physics churns out parallel universes with ease, but accessing or having aspects of alternative realms invade our universe appears to be the stuff of fantasy. On balance, plausibility-wise, we give the sci-fi concept two out of four rocketboys.
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